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YES
Thomas H. Furey

Salem city councilor at 
large, former school 
committee member

I have been fortunate to be an elected 
official in Salem since 1984. In that role I 
have come to see how rising local property 
taxes are placing a growing burden on senior 
citizens like myself, causing some of us to pay  
skyrocketing rents or to sell our dreams 
homes in order to downsize and in some 
cases move to other communities.

Faced with that burden, every option should 
be on the table as part of a conversation on 
lowering real estate taxes, and that means 
creative ideas like a local sales tax.

Tourism is a major economic engine for cities 
and towns in Massachusetts. Visitors and 
tourists around the world come to Salem and 
I believe additional revenues collected from a 
small sales tax could allow us to make some 
wise investments in our needs, helping to 
keep our city vibrant.

Many cities and towns would give their right 
arm to have some of the exciting things 

happening in Salem. As a retired school 
teacher, I love working at the prestigious 
Peabody Essex Museum, which is a 
worldwide center of culture and history. But 
like many old cities, Salem also has some 
significant challenges, including aging 
infrastructure, crumbling seawalls, costly 
waste sites from our industrial past, and the 
continuing need to invest in our schools, 
parks, and public safety departments.

Salem also has such a pressing need for 
affordable housing that we are considering a 
large zoning overlay district to encourage 
residential development in an area that 
would include St. James School where I 
taught CCD for 30 years, the Immaculate 
Conception School, and the old Council on 
Aging building. The high cost of housing 
makes it challenging for businesses to attract 
and retain employees.

If not a local sales tax, what are some of the 
other choices for cash-strapped cities? We 
need to build common bonds to pursue smart  
change and growth. The local sales tax may 
not be the silver bullet, but it should be one 
option that Salem and other communities can 
use to ease the reliance on property taxes that  
is having a profound human impact on all of 
us.   ###
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Should Massachusetts cities 
and towns have the option of 
instituting a local sales tax?



NO
Mike Hruby

Boxborough resident; 
President of New Jobs for 
Massachusetts, a pro-job 
growth non-profit.

Worcester’s consideration of levying a local 
one percent sales tax raises the question of 
whether local option sales taxes should be a 
tool for municipalities to address their fiscal 
woes. A close look reveals that these taxes 
would cause more problems than they would 
solve.

In 2016, a subcommittee of the Worcester 
City Council issued a report estimating that 
the sales tax could add $10 million to $15 
million annually to city coffers. Such a 
windfall sounds unlikely.

A 2018 Pioneer Institute report concluded 
that according to Internal Revenue Service 
data, states with low income taxes “have 
benefited enormously from net migration of 
high-income” taxpayers over the past four 
years while states with high taxes have 
suffered. Similarly, it would be far easier for a  
consumer to drive across a municipal border 
to shop at a lower sales tax rate. Ever drive to 
New Hampshire to save on sales tax?

While all taxpayers suffer when their cost of 
living increases, the first victims of local 
option sales taxes would be smaller retail 
businesses with slim margins and little 
capital. They would be stranded when their 
customers suddenly moved their shopping to 
another town.

Let’s follow the tax ripples. The weakest 
retailers would close and lay off staff. Larger 

retailers with higher margins would face 
fewer competitors and raise prices. But the 
small extra volume would likely not require 
additional hiring. Nearby residents would pay  
higher prices, have to travel farther for 
purchases, and lose nearby job opportunities. 
As usual, those with lower incomes would 
suffer most.

Cities and towns currently have to seek 
special legislation to impose a local sales tax. 
If they were allowed to adopt the tax by local 
option, legislators would be tempted to shift 
more costs to the local level by saying, ‘Towns 
can raise their own sales tax to pay for it.’

It might be emotionally appealing to 
authorize local option sales taxes. But it’s 
more effective to address the real causes of 
municipal fiscal problems, such as mandates, 
pensions, and health care costs. 

Unfortunately, there’s a difference between 
appealing and effective. Local action sales 
taxes are likely to worsen what ails 
Massachusetts municipal finances.   ###
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